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Background: Although a high diagnostic accuracy for the detection of significant stenosis on multislice computed tomography (MSCT) angiography 
has been demonstrated, the positive predictive value remains limited since lesions are frequently overestimated on MSCT. Possibly MSCT is more 
suitable for the evaluation of clinically relevant atherosclerosis rather than for the evaluation of stenosis severity. Therefore, the purpose of this study 
was to systematically investigate the accuracy of MSCT for detecting significant stenosis with invasive coronary angiography (ICA) as standard of 
reference versus detecting the presence of atherosclerosis with intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) as reference of standard.
Methods: Patient who underwent MSCT followed by ICA and IVUS were enrolled. On MSCT, each segment was evaluated for the presence of any 
atherosclerotic plaque and lesions were deemed significant in case of ≥ 50% luminal narrowing. On ICA significant stenosis was defined as a 
stenosis ≥ 50% luminal narrowing. Presence of atherosclerosis on IVUS was defined as a plaque burden of ≥ 40% of the cross-sectional area.
Results: In 100 patients (528 segments) MSCT, ICA and IVUS was available. MSCT correctly ruled out significant stenosis in 53 of 53 (100%) 
patients. However, 9 patients (19%) and 17 segments (23%) were incorrectly diagnosed as having significant lesions on MSCT which resulted in 
sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive values of 100%, 85%, 81% and 100% on a patient basis and of 98%, 96%, 77% and 99% on 
a segment basis. MSCT correctly ruled out the presence of atherosclerosis in 7 patients (100%) and 179 (99%) segments and correctly identified 
the presence of atherosclerosis in 93 patients (100%) and 326 segments (99%). No patients were incorrectly diagnosed, resulting in sensitivity, 
specificity, positive and negative predictive values of 100% on patient basis and 99%, 99%, 99% and 98% on segment basis.
Conclusions: The present study confirms that MSCT is an excellent modality for the non-invasive evaluation of the presence or absence of 
clinically relevant atherosclerosis.
